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Proposal Accepted
To create a web page on the subject of information theory and the
evolution of living systems. The project was to develop a page that
would update itself through clever programming and be useful for
current awareness. It was to include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current research papers and archive
Background reading / Books
Most heavily cited papers
Research institutes and top researchers
Key journals
Databases
Ask-a-librarian

A flood of information-containing free energy
reaches the earth’s biosphere in the form of
sunlight. Passing through the metabolic
pathways of living organisms, the information
keeps the organisms far away from
thermodynamic equilibrium. As the
thermodynamic information flows through the
biosphere, much of it is degraded into heat,
but part is converted into cybernetic
information and preserved in the intricate
structures which are characteristic of life. The
principle of natural selection ensures that this
happens, the configurations of matter in living
organisms constantly increase in complexity,
refinement, and statistical improbability. This
is the process we call evolution….
John Avery: Information theory and evolution (2004)

In a nutshell the argument is that free
energy -- energy from which work can be
derived, contains information and as such it
can be seen as the source of order and
complexity of living systems.
John Avery: Information theory and evolution (2004)

If you want to read more about this, a good place to start might be two
classic books…
Some early attempts to get a grip on the role of entropy and information
theory in biology include…[5 titles]
Be aware that many of the early papers in this field are based upon
misconceptions of the fundamental concepts of information theory…in
fact I’d go so far as to wonder aloud whether anyone is really qualified
to work in this area, which probably explains why forty years after the
first conference devoted to this field, it remains contentious.
…..
Please DO NOT email me at optimist.@u.washington.edu I post from this
account to fool spambots.
===================================================
Subject: Evolution and thermodynamics
Newsgroups: sci.phys, bionet.info-theory
Author: Chris Hillman
Date: Sunday 23 August 1998
Cached by Google. Retrieved from Search terms: Hubert P.Yockey
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Library of Congress Subject Headings

LC Classifications

Biological systems
Cognitive neuroscience
Brain and evolution
Consciousness
Intellect
Developmental neurobiology
Physiological anthropology
Neurobiology – Philosophy
Biology
Philosophy
Evolution
Human evolution
Molecular evolution
Life—Origin
etc

BD 450
BF 311
BF 431
BD 450
QH 325
QH 331
QH 366
QH 371
QH 501-506
QP 501
QP 360
QP 376
QP 398
etc

Biological Abstracts Classifications
Scope Note for: "01500"
NOTE: Philosophical, theoretical and experimental studies of the origins of life, natural
selection, phylogeny, speciation and divergence.
Scope Note for: "10515"
NOTE: Studies of the mathematical relationships of the functional elements of living systems and
studies that quantitatively evaluate biological processes or systems.
Introduced in 1972
Scope Note for: "10064"
NOTE: Chemical studies of proteins, peptides, and amino acids.

Web of Science KEYWORDS
Cybernetics
Entropy
Complexity Theory
Evolution
Biology
Information Theory
Thermodynamics
Life Origin
DNA
Shannon
Systems Theory
arXiv searched concurrently on WoS
SciFinder Scholar INDEX TERMS
Evolution, Molecular
Entropy
Free energy
Order
Conformation (DNA, information theory and creation of order and application to origin of biological
structures)
Thermodynamics (DNA, information theory and creation of order and application to origin of biological structures)

Evolution (DNA, information theory and creation of order and application to origin of biological structures)
Simulation and Modeling
Proteins
Genetics
Models, Biological
Information Theory
PubMed searched concurrently with SciFinder Scholar

•

BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS

•

Scope Note

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Computational Biology
NOTE: Studies of the tools and infrastructure necessary to support biological research or cross-disciplinary research centered around
biological databases, and software systems.
For studies emphasizing information processing or analysis, see Information Studies. For studies dealing with the general application of
computers in the life sciences, see Computer Applications.
Related:
Information Studies
Computer Applications
Mathematical Biology
Models and Simulations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mathematical Biology
NOTE: Studies of the application of mathematics and statistics to biological phenomena.
For studies of pure mathematics without a biological application, see Mathematics.
Related:
Mathematics
Methods and Techniques
Computational Biology

•

Classification:

•
•

"10515"
NOTE: Studies of the mathematical relationships of the functional elements of living systems and studies that quantitatively evaluate
biological processes or systems.
Introduced in 1972

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Scope Note for: "10064"
NOTE: Chemical studies of proteins, peptides, and amino acids.
Scope Note for: "01500"
NOTE: Philosophical, theoretical and experimental studies of the origins of life, natural selection, phylogeny, speciation and divergence.

Problems
• Cannot personalize it; it’s not a database
• “Idiosyncratic” document selection
• Takes too much time to update
• Data capture and transfer are cumbersome
• Researchers do not use it

Some Resolutions
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn it into a “Pathfinder”
Add information about Alerting Services
And RSS feeds like http://barf.jcowboy.org/
And IRCNet channel #bioinformatics
And Newsgroups like bionet.info-theory
And CiteSeer/Research Index – when it’s ready
for prime time http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/cs
• And Google Scholar – when it’s ready for prime
time

library.nyu.edu/research/physics/entropy/entropy.html
Special thanks to
Chris Hillman
Tom Schneider
Joanna Dipasquale
Maria Tierney
Scot Dalton

